Dear Friends,

Welcome to Common Ground’s 2019 Annual Report. This edition features stories on one of our outstanding board members, what’s next for the Resource and Crisis Helpline, planned giving and some of the people we have served.

Common Ground had a solid financial performance last year and implemented a redesign of our crisis services. We are constantly trying to be better and more efficient in providing high quality care to people in crisis. To that end, we created a crisis assessment team to facilitate our triage process and maintain the stabilization unit for people whose crises are high risk. We are still working out some kinks, but I remain confident this will allow us to serve more people faster.

One area we will be focused on in the year ahead is our Resource and Crisis Helpline. While we were successful raising funds to expand text and chat, ever increasing call volumes continue to put pressure on our capacity. We must continue to hire more people to answer crisis texts. Increasing volumes might mean calls go unanswered or are delayed in being answered - this is not an acceptable option. We are looking into new technologies that will help us manage the influx in calls and help more individuals in crisis.

I would also like to take a moment to honor and remember our former CEO and friend, Tony Rothschild, who passed away on January 22, 2019. It’s been a year since we lost Tony and everyday we strive to honor his memory in helping people move from crisis to hope.

Common Ground continues to meet the needs of our community thanks to supporters like you. We are grateful, but still need your help. Whether you’re a donor, a staff member or volunteer, we are fortunate to have you! Thank you for helping us help others move from crisis to hope.

Heather Rae
CEO and President
Jessica

After losing her father, uncle and grandfather to suicide, Jessica was looking for a way to cope with her losses. In 2014, Jessica organized the first Facials Against Suicide. This annual fundraiser raises funds for Common Ground’s suicide prevention and awareness programs. Jessica is the owner of Heavenly Day Spa and an advocate for Common Ground and suicide prevention. Jessica has also found the Survivors of Suicide Loss Support Group at Common Ground to be an essential part of her healing process.

“Coming to Common Ground and sitting through the Survivors of Suicide Loss Support Group really helped me learn that I wasn’t the only one going through these things. Listening to these men and women talk opened up a whole new world for me.”

Melvin

When Melvin had no support during a tough time in his life, he turned to Common Ground. Through the Resource and Crisis Helpline, Common Ground was able to get Melvin the help and support he needed. Melvin is now a Recovery Coach in Common Ground’s Sober Support Unit, helping others who were once in similar situations that Melvin went through and overcame.

“There was a time in my life where I wasn’t as healthy mentally as I would like to be. There was no family support and I needed to talk to someone - someone suggested I give Common Ground a call - and I did. I was very impressed with the time that the person on the line gave me, they gave me support and direction.”

Dana

Ten years ago, Dana’s daughter participated in the expressive arts program at the Sanctuary. Because of her time at the Sanctuary, Dana’s daughter learned how to express herself through art and rekindle a positive connection with her mother. After seeing the change in her daughter, Dana decided to join the Sanctuary program as a Residential Specialist.

“My child was going through things that she was not able to express to me. Now, she has really tapped into her sense of art - she wouldn’t have done that if she hadn’t found her creative side through art therapy at the Sanctuary.”
Board Member Spotlight!

Lyle Dahlberg has served on Common Ground’s Board since 2017. Check out his story below!

What is your professional background?
I am a senior vice president and senior trust officer at Bank of Ann Arbor. I joined the Bank in June 2010 after spending two years in private practice in the Detroit area. Prior to that, I worked for 28 years at JPMorgan Chase and its predecessors as a successful leader of advisor teams in Michigan and Florida.

I earned my JD from Detroit College of Law, am a graduate of National Trust School, and an honors graduate of National Graduate Trust School. I am a member of the Financial and Estate Planning Council of Metropolitan Detroit.

How did you become involved with Common Ground?
My wife, Peggy, and I had a dear son who died by suicide. A few years ago, we witnessed the value of the Resource and Crisis Center through successful counseling provided to a close friend.

Don Campbell is an acquaintance of mine and he suggested that I become more involved with Common Ground. This led to a visit with Kay White and others and I joined the Board in the fall of 2017. I continue to serve on the Board today and am the chair of the Operations Committee.

What changes and growth have you noticed over the years?
In my short time at Common Ground, I have been impressed by the quality of the volunteers and staff. This team is able to provide increasing levels and amounts of service each year. The redesign of Common Ground’s intake model will enhance the team’s abilities and improve client outcomes. Our Board has become more diverse and draws members from backgrounds that provide expertise in areas that compliment the skills of the leadership of Common Ground.

What do you see in Common Ground’s future?
I see Common Ground as a growing organization and a leader for other crisis management organizations, sharing our best practices and data collection skills for the benefit of the people we are helping move from crisis to hope.

What You Need to Know About Planned Giving:

Making a charitable contribution is a great way to “give back” as you age and accumulate wealth. It lets you invest in causes and organizations you care about. A charitable contribution can also help reduce your overall tax burden. We have all heard the saying “it is better to give than receive”; with proper planning both can be accomplished.

How can we help you chose the right type of donation? There are many ways to make charitable contributions, all which ultimately will have a positive impact on a charitable cause or group. The strategy you choose will depend upon your individual goals, tax and financial plan.

One way to give is to make a direct contribution of cash, appreciated stock, or property. This can be done during your lifetime as a gift and reduce overall taxes. You may also want to make a bequest in your Will or personal trust, which is a way to have your charitable goals and memories live on. Another way to give is to make the charity the beneficiary of a retirement account. You may also use special charitable trusts to make a current or future contribution. These are just a few of the options available.

The tax benefits of charitable giving are very complex and ultimately depend upon your individual situation. Before enacting any of the strategies you should consult with a tax or financial planning professional to see how it may impact your financial and tax plan.

By making a contribution to Common Ground, you are doing the “right thing.” We thank you for your support and generosity. If you have any questions or would like more information on planned giving - please reach out to Common Ground’s Development Department.

“It’s not how much we give but how much love we put into giving.”
- Mother Teresa
Can Artificial Intelligence Save Lives?

Research says the US suicide rate is up 33% since 1999, the highest it’s been since World War II (Jacqueline Howard, 2019). It’s the second leading cause of death among those aged 15-34. That’s where Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology comes in. A Mental Health Chatbot, using AI technology, can coach people through difficult times through text message conversations.

With that said, everyone is probably wondering “doesn’t our Resource and Crisis Helpline volunteers and staff already do this?” “What’s so different between AI and our current staff and volunteers on the Resource and Crisis Helpline?” “How is this new technology going to better help those who are in crisis?” The number of those we serve continuously increases, which presents the challenge of how to give people the quality support they need when there’s not enough volunteers and staff available.

Essentially, when someone texts Common Ground, the person can choose if they’d like to talk to an AI Chatbot or a human. During the conversation, if the AI Chatbot considers an individual to be a “high risk” based off the keywords the person uses, it will notify counselors within seconds that a conversation take over is required (see Figure 1). This means that the AI Chatbot can help those who are not suicidal or are considered to be lower risk while the staff and volunteers on the Resource and Crisis Helpline can give quality support to those who are suicidal or high risk.

With 7 published peer reviewed studies, research has found that chatting with an AI Chatbot led to significantly reduced symptoms, on average by 28% for depression and 18% for anxiety (see information displayed in Figure 2).

An AI Chatbot is HIPAA compliant and has the ability to be multilingual and culturally inclusive, provide referrals to local resources, and schedule check-ins and goal setting.

Through grants and public support, we hope to raise enough funds to acquire and sustain this technology in the near future for Common Ground. Without generous donations and funding from dedicated donors and foundations, obtaining life-saving technology will be extremely challenging.

We’re looking forward to helping more people move from crisis to hope in the years ahead!
Common Ground is grateful for the generous support of the community which allows us to continue providing exemplary services. We appreciate the funding we have received from a variety of sources, including Oakland Community Health Network, Genesee Health System, state and federal grants and our generous donors. Overall, we had a great year for fundraising, exceeding our goal for the fiscal year. We will continue to help people move from crisis to hope, thanks to your continued support.

If you are interested in how your support is making a difference, we invite you to visit Common Ground. Contact Jeff Kapuscinski, Director of Business Development, at 248-451-3730 to schedule a visit.

Thank you!
2019 VOLUNTEERS

Davanshi Ahuja
Stephen Applegate
Ellen Bean
Ariana Beard
Fabrizia Begozzi
Avenn Benton
Nikita Bhatnagar
Rebekah Bibbs
James Bobcik
Kathie Boley
Mary Bonds
Elisabeth Brin
Tre' Brown
Keyanna Burns
Mostapha Bzeih
Jenny Carl
Dawn Carrington Coxton
John Cashen
Autumn Ceci
Dawn Clark
Nicole Coleman
Caitlyn Crowel
Zena Dailey
Megan Dietrich
Kristen Dolecki
Haider Dourra
Brian Dupuis
Kelsey Dupuis
Anthony Edwards
Jenny Eifler
Faith Elie
Kristen Ewald
Taylor Fair
Mary Fairman
Maya Ferguson
Emily Ferriolo
Zoe Fields
Alicia Garcia
Inez Garzaniti
Beth Gibbons
Emma Gillingham
Kelly Gischler
Mary Golota
Sajid Hakim
Sarah Halson
Alisa Harwell
Arthur Ingraham
Saili Jagtap
Camryn Johns
Kent Johnson
Geri Kabala
Grant Kropfeld
Philip Krysinski
Courtney Kulick
Allisen Lazette-Magnan
Mary Lefurgey
Glenn Liebowitz
Natalie Liogas
Sabahudin Livadic
Margaret Lowe
Sara Majoros
Angela Malek
Henry Marcano
Julie Marcano
Klarissa Matanos
Daksh Mehta
Shakeena Melbourne
Christine Miller
Delia Miller
Jordan Miller
Joseph Miller
Belem Morales
April Morris
Chuck Morris
Nicole Moses
Jennifer Mossman
Rosemary Myers
Cathy Nelson
Judy Nelson
Tereze Nuculaj
Frank O'Donnell
Ruby Osborne
Darrel Palmer
Edward Pedersen
Hailey Penzak
Gwen Prais
Anshul Puli
Evan Qarana
Megan Rasaiah
Bruce Redman
Kera Reed
Jim Reinhart
Daniel Restum
Bill Richards
Sarah Rickard
Arthur Rubiner
Christine Ruen
Alison Rule
Kim Salk
Mayna Schumacher
Brooke Seagraves
Shelby Simpson
Timothy Shepherd
Mike Shihadeh
Barbara Shooltz
Logan Steele
Teresa Sullivan
Erick Tapia
Nuculaj Tereze
Aireal Thomas
Donna Thomas
Marvin Thornsberry
David Trimboli
John Tuohey
Amina Vanderhyde
James Vlastic
Marilyn Walker
Anna Warshay
Helen Weber
Kay White
John Williams
Rebecca Willis
Eric Wisniewski
Roberta Witulski
Daniel Yamane
Jenni Yeater
Dale Young
Isabella Yzerman
Sophia Zollner

Common Ground’s Interns & Volunteers contributed 18,653 hours throughout the 2018-2019 fiscal year. This equates to more than $280,000 in donated time and services.

“Thank you to all of our Volunteers and Interns, we appreciate you!”
IN MEMORIUM

In memory of Brad Alsobrook
Louise Hartung

In memory of Charles Michael Boudin
Lawrence Bernard

In memory of Caylee Butz
Alexandra Piltz

In memory of Ellen Cale
Kay White

In memory of James Carter Harnden
Anne and Jim Harnden

In memory of Samuel Dewey
Wayne and Laura Hales

In memory of Conall Doherty O’Shea
Sharon Almonrode
Maria Asi-Bautista
Dr. and Mrs. Jack and Susan Baker
Fred Bartholomew
Beverly Hills Pediatrics, Inc
Renee Boogren
Loran Brooks
Sarah Chisholm
Robin Clements
Patrick Cogan
Marlene Davidson
Jeni DeRidder

Eastman, Wozniak, Groebe Pediatrics
James and Christine Elliott
Nicholas Erb
Gerald and Laura Fournier
Stacey Gorman
Bill and Joan Grohar
Emily Hughes
Nicholas Ioannou
Laura Kingston
Timothy and Carol Lamb
Ann Miller
The Molosky Family
Cheryl Morey
Andrea Morganroth
Sheldon Nueman
Debra Navin
Northeast Pediatric Associates, P.C.
Suzanne O’Leary
Mark and Jennifer Reaume
Donald and Arlene Reilly
Deena and Joe Rosenfeld
Seaholm Band Boosters
David Stickel
Kellie Smith
Thomas Sullivan
Thomas and Kathleen Tsivitse
Robert and Susan Ufer
Mary Ann and Danny Weingarden
Esther Young

In memory of Janice Eder Levin
Melanie Beiter-Thomas
Ellen Craine-Rostker
Annette Wahl

In memory of Kenneth Fink
Barbara Shreve

In memory of Marvin Frenkel
Margaret Callahan
Anne Doremus
Susan Fox
Dorothy Gerson
Daniel Kanter
Robert Krut
PNC Wealth Management
Julie Rodecker
Jill and Robert Rubin
Charles Sestok III
Adiva Sotzsky
Hugh and Rachel Victor

In memory of Joshua Goldberg
Rebecca Goldberg
Donna Held
Leslie Holman-Dinkelmann
Arnold and Sharyanne Kollin
David and Anita Lieberman
Jon and Becky Smathers

In memory of Jonathan Hale
Julie Hanna

In memory of Debra Harris
Julie Bogoff
Dave Serafino
Joyce Sheehy
Mary Fran Sobczynski
Paula Zera

In memory of Christopher Hassett
Siberian Husky Club of Greater Detroit

In memory of John Kjellstrom
Shirley Aston
Bill and Judi Bartling
Amy Casai
David Chaundy
Jo Ann Cline
Sandy Coleman
Frances Copp
Maryann Gostomski
Florence Gusho
Steve and Sara Majoros
Randy and Christine Maycock
Ken and Cindy O’Leary
Patty and John Zaifarana

In memory of Linda Levy
Barbara Shreve

In memory of Corey McCourt
The June and Cecil McDole Charitable Fund
IN MEMORIAM

In memory of James Nate Merritt
Edward Conaway

In memory of Bernice Michlin
Cartrena Colbert

In memory of Daniel Middleditch
Christine and Hunter MacDonald

In memory of Katherine Piraino
Alvina Rhodes

In memory of Tony Rothschild
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Beale
Dr. Dennis Blender
Ronald Blum
Susan Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Budin
Dr. Sarah Byrne
John Canzano
Judy Cheng
Children’s Eye Care, P.C.
Susan Childs
Judith Christie
Alexis Ciurczak
Kathleen Conway
Gary Dembs and Jan Weiss Dembs
Mary Dixey
Ann Edwards
Kari Elsila
Emily Everett
Janice Falika
Miriam Frank
Cindy Frenkel
David Fukuzawa
Nancy Gaydos
Todd and Mary Greenbaum
Janet Gumenick
Deborah Hecht
Ryan Hertz
Marie Hochstein
Robert and Diane Horstman
Dr. Paula Jorne
Alice Julier and Zack Rubinstein
Lisa Kaichen
Elizabeth Kelly
Jerry and Sharon Knoppow
Adrienne Kozlowski
Rhein and Vickie Krieger
Bryan and Lara Madigan
Mary Madigan and Tom Goddeeris
Thomas McCormick
Sharon McMurray
Kerry Moustakas
Colin Nance
Margaret Nichols and David Pearl
Dick and Deb Olson
Paula Parsky
Lorenzo and Lora Perkins
Tova Perlmutter
Gwen Prais
Waltraud Prechter
Heather Rae
Gerard Rattenbury
Shelley Roberts
Judith Rosenberg
Suzanne Samberg
Marguerite Schervish
Leah Schleicher
Charly Schwartz
Barbara Shreve
Dean and Anne Sousanis
Janet Stark
Susan Steigerwalt
Molly Suhr-Krycka
Scott and Lucynda Thrushman
Dr. Lynne Twining
Kathleen and Jon Thrushman
Kenneth Whipple
Kay White
Dr. and Mrs. Michael and Gail Whitty
Charles Wilbur
Carol Yamasaki
Stacey Zehnder

In memory of Kelly Scheuer
Christopher and Debra Scheuer

In memory of David Shell
Patricia Belgan
Jeff and Kelly Carie
Debra Clifton
Gary and Karen Cox
Mike and Debbie Cumming
Meggan Shell

In memory of Lauren Stanfield
George Smrtka

In memory of Joey Valchine
Gina Hockstad

In memory of Rebekah Warnick
Andrew Offenbacher

In memory of Wendy Watson
David and Katie Elsila

In memory of Steven Wilkerson
Heather Burke

In memory of Robert Isaac Yufit
Alexander, Eisenberg & Spilman, PLLC
IN HONOR OF

**Legacy Society Benefactors**

($50,000+ donation)
- Beaumont Health System
- Jacquelin Eckhouse
- Fred Fechheimer and Bobbie Patt
- Ethel and James Flinn Foundation
- Maxine and Stuart Frankel Foundation
- Kemp, Klein, Umphrey, Endelman & May Foundation
- Knudsen Family Foundation
- Loomis, Sayles & Company, LLC
- Rita Margherio
- Michigan Guild of Artists and Artisans
- Mind Over Matter
- United Way For Southeastern Michigan
- The Young Foundation

**Legacy Society Partners**

($5,000 - $9,999 donation)
- Charles and Lieslottolite Dare
- Susan Deutch Konop
- John D. and Jean E. Dinan Foundation
- Honorable Order of the Blue Goose Int'l
- Jewish Teen Board
- Glenn and Kim Liebowitz
- Steve and Sara Majors
- Michael and Catherine McNamara
- Colm Nance
- Albert and Doris Pitt Foundation
- Dr. and Mrs. David and Amy Wood
- Kay White

**Legacy Society Leaders**

($1,000 - $4,999 donation)
- Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
- Gary and Suzanne Ardelan
- Bank of Ann Arbor
- Julia Aronica
- Madeleine Bien
- The Bloomfield Optimist Club
- Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
- Linda Braun
- Brian Miller Full Moon Charity
- Elliott and Anne Broderick
- Donald and Susan Campbell
- John and Joanne Carter
- Jo Ann Cline
- Michael and Jan Corrigan
- Jane Dallas
- Gary Dembs and Jan Weiss Dembs
- Marjorie DeCapite
- Delta Service Through Detroit Foundation Inc.

**Legacy Society Sustainers**

($500 - $999 donation)
- David Wurtz and Sharon McMurray-Wurtz
- Doug Wright and Maureen Shannon
- Katherine and Jon Walgren
- United Way of Greater Portland
- Mark and Pam Thomas
- St. Andrew Catholic Church
- Mr. and Mrs. Alan Marshall
- Lawrence and Claire Michelini
- Patrick and Marie Murray
- Onelli Foundation
- Dr. and Mrs. Leon and Linda Pedell
- Leslie Price
- John and Julie Roberts
- Royal Oak Arts Council
- Robert and Linnea Schulz
- Lewis and Beverly Siegel
- St. Andrew Catholic Church
- United Way of Greater Portland
- Katherine and Jon Walgren
- Doug Wright and Maureen Shannon
- David Wurtz and Sharon McMurray-Wurtz
- Jill Zioikowski

**In honor of Melissa Bowman**
- Community Housing Network
- Connie and Len Johnston

**In honor of Jennifer Cooper**
- Deborah Mann

**In honor of Lyle Dahlberg**
- Nancy Henahan

**In honor of Samuel Dewey**
- Tim Waters

**In honor of Dave Elsila**
- Susan Deutch Konop

**In honor of Susan Fish**
- James and Joan McGlincy

**In honor of Ron Fruitman**
- Rhoda Paull
- Dr. Earl Rodner and Bonnie Brenner

**In honor of Vickie Kennedy**
- Vince and Sonja Jimenez

**In honor of Barbara Killinger**
- Laura Clayton

**In honor of Donna and John Kjellstrom**
- Mary Nelson Kjellstrom

**In honor of Glenn Liebowitz**
- Joseph and Barbara Klein
- Jeffrey Laski

**In honor of Joan McGlincy**
- Susan Fish

**In honor of Olivia Rae Oestreicher**
- Linda Swanson

**In honor of Tony Rothschild**
- Roseanne Simons
- Jerry and Sharon Knoppow

**In honor of Donna Russell**
- Neil and Theresa Russell

**In honor of Lisa Schaap**
- Cathleen Zepelin

**In honor of Ethan Schmaltz**
- Rita Schmaltz

**In honor of Erinn Spankowski**
- Charter Township of Waterford

**In honor of Jasmine Vickery**
- Jane Vickery

**In honor of Kay White**
- Julia Dawson
- Adrienne Kozlowski
- George Meyer, Jr.

**In honor of Diana Wise**
- David Pippel

**In honor of Douglas Wright**
- Kay White

**In honor of Raymond**
- Laurie Ovies
| A | Judy and Joel Adelman | Lawrence Bernard |
|   | Steve Ainsworth       | Marty Bernstein  |
|   | Margaret Alberts      | Vicki Berquist   |
|   | David and Anne Alden  | Brian Berryman   |
|   | Kathleen Alessandro   | Janice Bessette  |
|   | Alexander, Eisenberg & Spilman, PLLC | Mr. and Mrs. Phillip R. Beuckelaere |
|   | Sharon Almonrode      | Madeleine Bien   |
|   | Annadele Alpacas      | Michelle Bien    |
|   | Cynitra Anderson      | Big Beaver United Methodist Church |
|   | Thomas and Gretchen Anderson | Julia Biracree |
|   | Alexander, Eisenberg & Spilman, PLLC | Aaron Birins |
|   | Robert and Elaine Appel | Birmingham Unitarian Church Alliance |
|   | Suzanne and Gary Ardelan | Mr. and Mrs. Eric Bischer |
|   | Kimberly Arden        | Jennifer Marie Bismack |
|   | James Ardis           | Arunava Biswas   |
|   | Julia Aronica         | Dr. Dennis Blender |
|   | The Art Experience    | Amy Blevins      |
|   | Maria Asi-Bautista    | Margaret Blount  |
|   | Shirley Aston         | Blue Canary Confections |
|   | Daniella Atha         | Blue Cross Complete |
|   | Jerry Aulpf           | Ronald Blum      |
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|   | N. T. Barnes          | The Box and Bowl |
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|   | Greta Baron           | Mr. and Mrs. Loran Brooks |
|   | Jameson Barrett       | Elaine and Bowden Brown |
|   | Fred Bartholomew      | Marc Brown       |
|   | Bill and Judi Bartling| Susan Brown     |
|   | Barton's Art Loft     | Brown & Brown of Michigan, Inc. |
|   | Alex Bastian          | Anna Bruni      |
|   | Ernie Bastian         | Chas Bruske      |
|   | Judith Bateman        | Judith Brysk, MD |
|   | Mr. and Mrs. Jerome and Gail Beale | Lisa Brzezniak |
|   | Mary Beale            | Meredith Buckley |
|   | Beaumont Health Foundation | Sri Ganesh Buddhavarapu |
|   | Rochelle Beckemeyer   | Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Budin |
|   | Beebop and Wally Inc. | Charise Bundeser |
|   | Melanie Beiter-Thomas | Margaret and Robert Burch |
|   | Patricia Belgan       | Kristine Burkard Lambrecht |
|   | Katherine Bell        | Heather Burke    |
|   | Gary and Sheryl Benning| Andrea Bussa    |
|   | Jonathan Berg         | Sarah Byrne     |
|   | Claire Bernacki       | Dr. John Byrne III |
|   | Lauren Bernacki       | C | Michele Calamia |
|   | Betty Bernard         | Andrea Bussa     |
|   |                         | Sarah Byrne     |
|   |                         | Dr. John Byrne III |

Donations contributed between October 1st, 2018 - September 30th, 2019
Ron Schmidt
Mary Cara Schmittdiel
Dr. Franziska L. Schoenfeld
Summer Schoenherr
Susan G. Schoonover
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schulz
Robert and Caroline Schwartz Foundation
Debra Scott Pump
Seaholm Band Boosters
Ann Serafin
Dave Serafino
Charles Sestok III
Shelly Shallcross
Ellie Sanksy
Sadie Sanksy-Genovese
Maureen Sheahan
Candyn Shebestak
Joyce M. Sheehy
Deb Sheldon
Meggan Shell and Eric Dwyer
Wendy Shepherd
Kathy Sheridan
Louise Sherwin
Evelyn Sherwood
Jeanette Sherwood
Madeleine Sherwood
Rebecca Sherwood
Barbara Shooltz
Barbara J. Shreve
Kenneth D. Sidlow
Lewis and Beverly Siegel
Barb Silber
Laura Simmons
Kathryn L. Simon
Roseanne Simons
Kunkun Singh
Helen Sirois
Anna Skardoutos
Jim Slattery
Jon and Becky Smathers
Frank Smith
Kellie Maree Smith
Keven and Karen Smith
Mick Smith
V.J. and P.J. Smith
George Smrtka
Snap Fitness 24-7
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Snyder
Mary Fran Sobczynski
Coleen Sootsman-Eicher
Adiva R. Sotzsky
Dean and Anne Sousanis
South Oakland Artists Association
Michael and Michelle Spisz
Michelle Spognardi
Tim Spradling
Barbara Spraul
Pam Spry Wilk
St. Daniel Church
St. John’s Episcopal Church
Alanna St. Laurent Photography
St. Mary’s of the Hills
St. Patrick’s Episcopal Church
St. Stephens Episcopal Church
St. Vincent Ferrer Catholic Church
Janet and Rick Stanfield
Carol Staples
Jessica Stapleton
Elizabeth Strauss
Eric Steed
Susan Steigerwalt
Alan Steinberg
Vivian Steinhalper
Mr. and Mrs. David Stickel
Amy Steiner
Kate Stocker
Samuel Stone
Tracie Strait
Kathleen Straus and Walter Shapero
Megan Strausbaugh
Gerald Stulberg
Molly Suhr-Krycka
Thomas Sullivan
Meredith Summer
Jaclyn Surloff
Marc Sussman
Swallow Tail Pottery
Linda Swanson
T
The Taubman Company
Tamara Tazzia
Andrea Teets
Rhonda Temple
Ann Tennant
Rosa Thomas
Luanne Thomas Ewald
Scott and Lucynda Thrushman
Tibus Studio
Charla Times-Pinkston
Dr. Angela Tiura
Billie Tobin, LLC
Elaine Torossian
The Toy Tree
Barbara Trager
Treasurer’s Coffee Club
Rebecca Tron
Troy Women’s Association
Thomas and Kathleen Tsivitse
Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Tuomaala
Dr. and Mr. Lynne Twining and Alan Mass
U
Robert and Susan Ufer
Kathleen G. Uhlig
Uncharted Mapping
United Jewish Foundation
United Way For Southeastern Michigan
United Way of Gt. Philadelphia & S NJ
V
Valerie Artwork
Alexandra Vanlee
Tom and Cindy Van Dusen
Gary Vanderputte
Matthew Vansumeren
Amulya Velaga
Cory Veltri
Jane Vickery
Hugh and Rachel Victor
Eva Villarreal
Sharon Vitale
Rebecca Vlasic
Caren Vondell
Carolyn Vosburg Hall
W
Ann Wagner
Annette Wahl
Kathleen and Jon Walgren
Gary J. Warr, D.D.S.
Michael Wasielowski
Tim Waters
Rita Watterson
Janet Webb
Marianna Webb
Joan Weddell
Tom Wehner
Dr. Teresa Wehrwein
Lora Weingarden and Mike Pasick
Mary Ann and Danny Weingarden
Margaret Mary Weingartz & Francis D’Alonzo Jr.
Krysten Wells
Lisa Wess
West Hills Middle School
Wanda and Wilmot Wheeler
Kenneth Whipple
Kay White
Tammie White
S. B. Whitehead
Richard M. Whiteman
Dr. and Mrs. Michael and Gail Whitty
Kathryn Wildner
Marc and Joann Wiliford
Dian and Bob Wilkins
Cheryl Wilkinson
Colleen Williams
Kevin and Martha Williams
Robert and Mary Williams
Mark Wolak
Martha Wolf
Alfred Wood, Jr. and Florence Monnier
Dr. and Mrs. David and Amy Wood
Matthew Woodson
April Wooley and Thuy Nguyen
World Heritage Foundation - Prechter Family
Douglas Wright and Maureen Shannon
Joan Wright
Cherie Wyatt Rolfe
Y
Ravi Yalamanchi
Maria and Kim Yamasaki
Terry Yarbrough
Christian Young
Dr. Esther Young
Howard and Roberta Young
The Young Foundation
Z
Patricia Zabreski Venaleck
Patty and John Zafarana
Diane Zakala
Susie Zaks
Stacey Zehnder
Cathleen S. Zepelin
Paula Zera
Darlene Zimny
Jill Zololkowski
Zion Lutheran Church Choir
Dawn Zuber
Leonard Zucker
Zupac Law
LOCATIONS

ADMINISTRATION

1410 S. Telegraph Road
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302
(248) 456 - 8150

THE SANCTUARY

751 Hendrie Blvd.
Royal Oak, MI 48067
(248) 547 - 2260

RESOURCE AND CRISIS CENTER

1200 N. Telegraph Road, Bldg. 32E
Pontiac, MI 48341
(248) 451 - 2600

CRISIS INTERVENTION & RECOVERY TEAM

1063 Professional Drive, Suite D4
Flint, MI 48532
(810) 496 - 4935

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Don Campbell, Board Chair
Gary Robb, Chair-Elect
Lisa Mason, Secretary
Gary Robb, Treasurer
Doug Wright, Immediate Past Chair

Julie Aronica
Katie Bressette
Lyle Dahlberg
Fred Fechheimer
Rhonda Laurancelle, PhD
Sharon R. McMurray
Cathy McNamara
Gregory Moore

Tawana Nettles-Robinson
Chris Ruen
Colette Stimmell
Noel Villajuan
Kathy Walgren
Kevin B. Williams
David B. Wood, Jr. MD